UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON
Campus Facilities Planning Committee
Agenda Item Description Form

1. DATE: April 8, 2016

2. ITEM: UHERP Master Plan

3. REQUESTING DEPARTMENT: designLAB/ERP/FPC

4. CONTACT NAMES & PHONE NUMBERS:
   Patrick Peters 3/2387 and Joujou Zebdaoui 3/4867

5. PRESENTER: Patrick Peters

6. RECOMMENDATION/ACTION REQUESTED:
   Approval of the proposed UH ERP Master Plan

7. SUMMARY:
The ERP Master Plan Committee and FPC recommends approval of designLAB proposal for the UH ERP Master Plan, including Master Plan components of districts, loop road, campus pedestrian, bicycle and cart paths, future building sites, perimeter fencing, parking and detention strategies.

8. PROPOSED START DATE: Summer 2016

9. SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION: UH ERP Master Plan presentation containing drawings and diagrams.
PROPOSED 222 PARKING SPACES
PROPOSED 331 PARKING SPACES
PROPOSED 101 PARKING SPACES
PROPOSED 196 PARKING SPACES
PROPOSED 224 PARKING SPACES IN EASEMENT
PARCEL A
87,960 sf
PARCEL B
76,356 sf

University of Houston ERP Master Plan
5000 Gulf Freeway #208, Houston, TX 77003
Proposed Parking